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Hell� fro� th� Presiden�
Ngā mihi o te tau hou ki a koutou.

I hope you have all had a break over the
festive period. Time to recharge your
batteries and to re-evaluate priorities.

I am always impressed by the energy and
enthusiasm of Folk Dance New Zealand
members who lead dance in their own
patch of Aotearoa. Fiona Murdoch is a case in point, forever planning dance events for
Dance Folkus months ahead, with a particular flourish for each. This edition features a
lovely contribution from Kate Grace, who tells of her recent rediscovery of the joy of
dance and the importance it plays in her life, thanks largely to the impetus of Michael
Parmenter. I have been following on Facebook the rising fortunes of Balfolk Dunedin
under her watch. Kate’s group posts provide feedback and encouragement on weekly
workshops, as well as practical help such as links to dance tracks - great teaching
practice my local group would benefit from.

Both Kate and Michael are to feature at our national gathering at Gisborne in April, Folk
Dance New Zealand seizing the coat tails of Balfolk Aotearoa’s evident dynamism.
Details about the Tūranga Bal are in this newsletter. The weekend has been designed
with both the local aspirations of Good Folk to build an integrated dance community,
and Folk Dance New Zealand members in mind. I do hope you will join us.

As we work towards a self-sustaining dance community, dance opportunities depend on
the energy of such individuals. For me, small gains count. At a Contra Dance initiative
run in Gisborne recently (related in this edition), I was reminded once again how much
children enjoy folk dance. A fortnight later, I was asked back for another term of dancing
at a local primary school. This time it is to culminate in a school-wide community dance
at the district hall. Another dancing highlight of 2022 occurred in a treaty workshop I
ran with new local body councillors - we danced to break ice, to release tension, to
energise our thinking, to part as friends. Like the children, they all seemed to love it.

Keep dancing e hoa mā. Good Folk are looking forward to hosting you here in Gisborne
in April.

Jane

This edition is going to press as the effects of cyclone Gabrielle are being counted. Our
thoughts are with Jane and other members with her in Gisborne, and those in Hawke’s
Bay, Northland and Coromandel - Ed.
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Tūrang� Ba�
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Nau Mai Haere Mai!

Good Folk: Dances from Planet Earth are hosting Folk Dance New Zealand’s annual
gathering in Gisborne in April, featuring dance tutors both local and from afar, with time
for old favourites and new tricks.

On Saturday, visiting Balfolk Aotearoa tutors Kate Grace and Michael Parmenter team
up to teach balfolk – community dance from France. Many of these popular group
dances include sections of partner-dance: most commonly waltz and polka figures. The
afternoon workshop ‘It takes two’ explores ways of dancing these figures to ensure they
become the highlight of each dance.

Balfolk is traditionally danced to live music, and both Balfolk Aotearoa and Good Folk
share the dream of local integrated music/dance communities. For the musicians
among you, parallel balfolk musician workshops on Saturday will be led by local
musician Amanda Maclean. Upon registration, musicians will be sent sheet music and
Spotify links of the weekend repertoire – so that you can practise beforehand. Feel the
magic when dancers and musicians come together at the Tūranga Bal on Saturday
night, led by Kate and Michael.

On Sunday morning, Elizabeth Raines introduces us to Appalachian clogging. Clogging
is distinctly American as it blends dancing elements from the British Isles, Africa and
pre-Columbian America. An avid folk dancer, Elizabeth is a relative newcomer to
Gisborne from North America. Her clogging team in the USA has toured extensively
internationally. Elizabeth will focus on beginning/intermediate clogging steps and then
integrate them into mountain-style square dance figures. Bring single tap shoes if you
have them, or shoes with hard leather soles.

Sunday afternoon is reserved for revising folk dance favourites – those slightly trickier
numbers you may not have done for some time. If you have any burning requests, don’t
hesitate to get in touch with me asap (president@folkdance.nz). Later that evening,
dance caller extraordinaire Fiona Murdoch will lead our international folk dance party.

And in between it all, Paraone Luiten-Apirana will introduce us to waiata-a-ringa, the
‘action song’ of Aotearoa, featuring one written especially for Folk Dance New Zealand.
Karawhiua!

We do hope you will join us to connect / reconnect with folk dancing friends. ANZAC
day falls the Tuesday following: make a long weekend of it and enjoy all the other
goodness Tūranganui has to offer: the beaches, the surf, the stingrays to feed, and the
laid-back life.

We look forward to seeing you here!

�metabl�
Saturday, April 22

9.00 Welcome & Registration
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10.00-12.00 Balfolk workshop: ‘All on Board’. Two vibrant French dances that
celebrate multiple connections within a cohesive and satisfying structure.

10.00-12.00 Balfolk musician workshop.

1.00-2.00 Waiata-a-ringa

2.00-4.30 Balfolk workshop: ‘It takes two’. Many group dances include sections
of partner-dance: most commonly waltz and polka figures. We will explore ways
of dancing these figures that will ensure that the partner-dance sections are the
highlight of these popular dances.

2.00-4.30 Balfolk musician workshop

7.00-10.00 The Tūranga Bal. Favourite Balfolk dances, group and partner dances,
live music and presentation of workshop dances.

Sunday, April 23

9.00-10.00 Waiata-a-ringa

10.00-12.00 Appalachian Clogging

1.00-2.00 Waiata-a-ringa

2.00-4.00 Folk Dance favourites

7.00-9.00 Folk Dance Party

Dancing at Girl Guides Hall, 181 Palmerston Road. Musicians at Old Plunket Building, 173
Palmerston Road.

Register online at www.folkdance.nz

Weekend - $100 (FDNZ members); $130 (everyone else)

Saturday or Sunday only - $50 / $65

Musician registration (Saturday only) - $30

Introducin� … Liahon� Walu�!
Kia Ora!

Ko Liahona ahau. Tainui te waka, ko Whitireia te
maunga, ko Kenepuru te awa, ko Ngati Toa, Ngai Tahu,
Ngati Tama, Ngati Koata te Iwi, ko te Marae o Toa
Rangatira.

My name is Liahona Walus and I am happy to introduce
myself to the folk dancers of Aotearoa New Zealand! I
was recently asked to introduce myself by Fiona, after
seeking her help with a project I am working on for my
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children’s dance company in Hamilton. It has been wonderful to connect with Fiona and
learn a little bit about what the folk dance scene looks like in NZ.

My folk dance journey began when I was 11 years old (1999 or 2000) when the Brigham
Young University (BYU) Folk Dance Ensemble came on tour to NZ. The group and
university are members of my church and thus the members of our congregation here in
NZ were invited to the show.

Additionally, my marae in
Porirua (near Wellington)
hosted them, and I remember
meeting them at the powhiri
held in their honour. The
show was incredible, I came
home dancing a jig and
vowing to dance in that team
one day!

When I completed my college
days here in NZ I applied and
was accepted to BYU and flew over to adventure and lots of dancing. I studied ballet,
contemporary, dabbled in ballroom, and took many world dance classes as a
successfully auditioned dance major. BYU offered so many classes in so many styles
that it was hard to choose and fit them all in. As for world dance, some favourite styles
included Spanish flamenco, Irish dance (I particularly liked soft shoe), Hungarian dance,
Mexican dance, Russian dance. I learned that I really loved rhythm, footwork, teamwork,
and partner work! I also really valued learning more about other cultures, peoples,
places and ideas.

About one year into my studies a
wonderful teacher (the late
Delynne Peay) encouraged me to
try out for the folk dance company.
So I did and I was placed on the
back up top tier team. We were
blessed to tour the programme
throughout the state of Utah each
spring to schools, sharing the joy
and diversity of world dance with
children. It was a gruelling
month-long schedule with some

days presenting 5 shows across multiple schools or cities from morning to night! But it
was an amazing experience to dance for and with children, and to learn from them in
return.

Eventually I was accepted into the top team… the international touring team. We
travelled to other states for several 2-week tours to present world dance and then
toured internationally to present American dance forms (square dance, set dances,
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clogging, tap, etc) as representatives of the United States. Our international tour was to
central Europe and it was one of the best experiences of my life.

We spent over a month in
Hungary, Slovakia, Croatia,
Czech Republic, with a few
days in Austria. Our tour
took us to perform in
packed out theatres as well
as at festivals where we
interacted with dancers
from all across the Adriatic
and Mediterranean. It was
an opportunity to share the
gospel through the joy and
connectivity of dance, as
our University (run by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints) sends teams on
tours primarily as messengers of goodwill, sharing joy, and to be a light that leads
others to Jesus Christ. We enjoyed sharing our dancing with beautiful European
audiences who seemed happy to receive our message and who were keen to share
with us too. We were able to learn from other groups including the Hungarian Folk
Dance Ensemble, choreographers, cultural groups, local hosts, and most shows ended
with audience members initiating a dance party or “tans haus”. I learned so much about
cultural understanding, religious freedom, history, kindness, communication skills,
respect etc. Nothing can teach this better than dropping yourself in a foreign land
where you can’t speak the same language! We were prepared for months prior with
basic language, cultural competency, etc, so it wasn't too hard but still a challenge!
Another noteworthy lesson was our day spent at a concentration/work camp in Czech
republic. It was a sad and somber experience that brought to reality the horrors of the
past. I am confident our whole group was profoundly impacted by experiencing the
history and culture of this special region of the world. I have a very special place in my
heart for this area and hope to return again one day to show my children when they are
a bit older. For now I love to hear the music of the region, and enjoy watching online
videos of my favourite groups.

Right now, I teach the more conventional styles of dance for children in my current
business: ballet, jazz, creative. These are the styles “in demand” but I often implement
folk dances into our classes as they are simply the best for teamwork, rhythm,
coordination skills, brain work and they are always welcomed as whanau learn about
them. This term we are presenting an “around the world” show. I do find that with all the
talk about cultural appropriation it is often awkward to introduce world dances but as I
show my knowledge and experience, bring in experts and teach the children more
about what they are doing and prove what we emulate isn’t inappropriate for us to
dance then it seems to be ok.

So far anyway!
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If you’d like to learn more about me and our dance company find us at

www.connecteddance.co.nz

If you’d like to learn more about the Folk Dance Ensemble at BYU find that at

https://pam.byu.edu/ensembles/international-folk-dance-ensemble/

Nga Mihi Koutou, Liahona

W� dance� i� fron� of th� caf�
Marcus Turner was a special man. Unassuming,
knowledgeable and clever. An extremely likeable
man. He was my best friend. We became closer
over time thanks to music, coffee, humour, and
philosophy. He was one of the few artists I met in
Dunedin who had a genuine interest in French and
European music and dance (other than Irish and
Scottish I mean). He was interested in the style of
dance I was bringing to Dunedin.

Back then, it didn't have a name. It wasn’t yet called
Balfolk, but it 'was' Balfolk.

Marcus helped me put together a five-piece band to
play for the French folk bals I intended to present. I
am not a trained musician, so I gave him some
pretty basic musical pieces. He arranged them and created actual music out of them.

He was forever curious about the dances, the pulse needed, the history behind them.
He always stood by my side, believing in what I was doing. He was nothing but support
to me.

I lost my anchor when he suddenly passed away. Along with him, I lost the desire to
carry on with the music and the dance I was trying to bring to New Zealand. Without
assistance, the entire endeavour had no direction and it simply felt impossible for me to
complete alone.

I tried to keep going for a while, but I was just heartbroken. I lost him and with him, my
motivation. Suddenly, I was deprived of the space where I could be nourished. Dance
and music were reduced to administrative and computer work, teaching, fundraising,
marketing, and other chores that had nothing to do with the joy of dancing and playing
music. I eventually stopped dancing and teaching dance. And I put on a cloak of
sadness and loneliness. Without music, dance, or a soulmate to share my musical and
dancing epiphanies with.

Fast forward four years to Michael Parmenter's enthusiastic email about his University
fellowship in community dance and what he hoped to accomplish in Dunedin with
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Balfolk. To be completely honest, dance was behind me and I had no idea who Michael
Parmenter was. Dance was not a part of my life anymore, and I had no desire to awaken
it again. I guess I hadn't considered Michael's tenacious nature. He was unwavering.
Eventually, I googled him. We met.

I had the idea that I would simply provide him with all the information I had gathered
over the years and, if he had any questions, perhaps respond to a few of them if I was
able to.

My long black cooled down as I was listening to him. He discussed his journey and the
role that dance had had in his life. He discussed how he came across Balfolk in France
and the potential he saw in it. He discussed his true love for dance.

And I knew that I wouldn’t have to explain or justify any of my perspectives on dance at
that point. We agreed on everything. He was passionate, like me.

We danced in front of the cafe, in the Botanic Garden.

Following this, there were numerous hours spent dancing together, many discussions
about dance, life, purpose and community. And many other long blacks. Dance slowly
began to reclaim its rightful place in my life, and I started to day-dream about potential
dance projects with him.

I unearthed my dance notes from storage and dove right in. I took pleasure again in
listening to Mazurka, Waltz and Polska music in loop. Finding dance again was like
reconnecting with a long-lost friend. A very dear one.

When Michael went back to Auckland at the end of his six-month stay in Dunedin, I
carried on with his Tuesday class. Since it is obviously impossible to follow in "Michael
Parmenter's" footsteps, I didn't even try. I simply re-entered the space I used to inhabit
years ago when I initially introduced French and European dances to Dunedin. And
everything felt strikingly familiar.

Michael and I have begun teaching together at festivals around New Zealand and I
hope the future of Balfolk is bright. I hope it develops into a wonderful community
where musicians and dancers may interact, share knowledge, and take pleasure in a
common musical and dance repertoire. I hope there are regular classes taking place in
the major centres and a lot of unplanned and planned events happening everywhere.

I hope that together, we can finally offer a dance genre that is not restricted to the
dance studios or intended for a small audience.

One thing for sure, I won’t allow dance to leave my life again anytime soon.

Kate Grace (Balfolk Dunedin)
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Fro� Star� t� �nnis�: workshop� of fol� danc�
fro� �nlan� an� Englan�

Last August at Danish House, Folk Dance New Zealand wrapped two days of dance
workshops around Auckland’s annual Winter Warm-Up. On Saturday, Dances from
Finland was run by Marja-Liisa Philbert of the Auckland Finnish Society Dancers (a
group member of FDNZ), ably assisted by Minna Vuorinen. Marja-Liisa came
recommended as having attractive dances and music from the Winter Warm-Up the
year before. The opportunity was pursued with past feedback about dance authenticity
and provenance in mind.

The collaboration was a rewarding one, in terms of building a relationship with a
member group of FDNZ. Minna expressed that it was the first time they had taught their
Finnish dances outside of their Finnish Society – she found it a positive experience. The
evident pride in sharing their dance was a positive vibe on the day. Two of the Finnish
dances we learned in the workshop were demonstrated as part of the Finnish set later
that evening – and we did ourselves proud.

On Sunday, Beth Harris, a co-leader of the English Country Dance Group in Auckland,
taught a repertoire dubbed ‘Movers and Shakers’ – focusing on the innovation North
Americans have contributed to English Country Dance. Beth had a mixed bag to work
with, in terms of dance experience: those that knew formation dancing and were able to
quickly absorb the new patterns and information; those who were new to formation
dances and had to learn from scratch; and those who knew formation dancing but
needed a lot longer to process the instructions in time to perform the patterns. Beth’s
very inclusive and welcoming style of teaching meant that her workshop was enjoyed
by all.

Resources from the workshops are available on the FDNZ website.

Unsolicited feedback received about the event includes ‘IT WAS FABULOUS WEEKEND.
We should have these events more often.’ Indeed, we should. The workshops work well
in tandem with the Winter Warm Up, and Danish House generously makes the venue
available for the occasion. Plans are afoot for August 2023!
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Contr� Danc� Ou� Eas�
My dreams of teaching Gisborne to Contra Dance were born after my first experience of
Australia’s National Folk Festival in Canberra, around 2018. For three consecutive
nights that weekend, I swirled and spun my way up and down long-ways sets
connecting with a hall full of accomplished dancers. It was bliss.

So when new-to-Gisborne North American folk dancer Elizabeth bounded up to our
weekly Good Folk dance last September I was over the moon. Better still, Elizabeth
responded to my suggestion of joining forces to introduce Contra Dance with a ‘Yes,
lets!’

In November, we
offered two workshops
followed by a Sunday
afternoon dance. The
workshops were held
at a local school hall
and timed to attract
families. Good Folk is
only just beginning to
get back into
community dancing
after the long Covid
shadow, and the
Contra Dance series attracted some of the older punters back to the dance floor. A
promotional dancing display at the Farmers’ Market gave shoppers an unexpected lift to
their Saturday morning.

The experience provided me with valuable practice at calling dance. Having a teaching
partner enables one to step back and see the larger picture, to catch where, on some
occasions, things are going awry. It was also a welcome novelty to share the running of
these events.

I don’t know that we started the next dance craze in Tūranga. But we did generate an
enormous amount of fun. One of the wonderful features was the number of small
people that came. For ease of teaching, we made most of them ‘passengers’, obviating
the need for any further dress props. I was impressed with their focus and perseverance
– they obviously loved it. And by the Sunday dance event, on more than one occasion
and lasting for more than a moment, we achieved the essential ‘flow’ of Contra Dance –
that bit of magic when the entire set is moving together seamlessly and the dancers
flow and eddy as water.

Jane Luiten (Good Folk)
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A� o�-lin� fol� danc� workshop �perienc�
Over these past couple of COVID-disrupted years, Folk Dance Australia has offered
on-line folk dance workshops with international tutors for its members. These have
been an excellent opportunity to learn and share folk dance across the continent, and
even New Zealand with yours truly as a member.

While I couldn’t join in on all workshops I recently enjoyed a workshop with Bulgarian
dance tutor, Gergana…… The on-line workshops are generally two hours at a time on a
Sunday that allows members in all the different states to join at the same time within
their respective time zones. For NZ this usually means around 6- 8pm on a Sunday
evening. I have a space downstairs with a large 50” TV screen that I usually use for
dance revision – so that arrangement works well for me as I can join the zoom
workshop via my laptop to the big screen, which gives me a more ‘immediate’
experience than using my laptop on its own.

The session began with a short ad-hoc ‘meet and greet’ of participants and it was lovely
to see familiar faces of folk dancers I had danced with previously in the West Island.
During the workshop comments and queries could be entered into the ‘chat’ function
and the technical lead relayed these to Gergana at an appropriate moment. Importantly
Gergana was able to provide cultural context and information alongside the dance
teaching, although sadly the planned video of her folk dance group in performance was
unable to be played due to one of those technical glitches.

Gergana (who is Bulgarian) is a beautiful dancer and a very clear teacher. She
presented her workshop of six dances, in English, in a clear space in her private home
in Germany, supplementing the detailed step by step teaching with pre-recorded videos
of her dancing the dances on her own in a bigger, and emptier, studio. The choice of
dances was very pleasing and I enjoyed just dancing as well as the more intense
learning with my dance teacher hat on. The six dances taught were Arkanul, Doidi Doidi
Libe Le, Eleno Kerko, Furla, Krivo Sadosko, and Kutsata.

The all-important technical lead was supplied by Folk Dance Australia. This is the crucial
part of an on-line workshop – there are always little glitches due to inter-country wi-fi
irregularities as well as sound lag, and there needs to be instantaneous support on
hand to immediately address the issue. If it’s all going to custard you need to be patient
and let the tech guru do their job. It usually works out in the end!

Gergana had the dance teaching resources available for purchase via a couple of
systems. For me this was the most complicated part of the process as I had to install
additional applications to access the dance videos, notations and music files sent
electronically. However, giant kudos to Paul Clark – President of FDA and tech guru –
who very kindly phoned me and talked through the required process when extreme
frustration hit. Australian-based members could opt to buy ‘hard copies’ group-ordered
through the FDA and have them posted. As an ‘outlier’ I opted for the WE-transfer via
zip file and direct purchase through Paypal.
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Without the free on-line dance workshop I would probably not have had the opportunity
to learn dances from one of the international folk dance community’s most popular
Bulgarian dance tutors on the world folk dance workshop / festival circuit. Thank you
Folk Dance Australia – it was two hours well spent, and all from the comfort of my own
home.

Fiona

Wher� t� Danc� Interview:
�on� Murdoc�

Reproduced from wheretodance.co.nz

Fiona Murdoch is the director of Dance Folkus - a
social and recreational dance group based in
Hamilton. Dance Folkus has a broad and eclectic
repertoire of dance genres from around the world
and across the ages. Classes and events are about
participation in historical and traditional dances for
people who can't ignore the dance in their DNA,
who love the cultural insights and understanding
that traditional or historical dance offers, and who
are seeking an enjoyable introduction to dance in a
non-competitive and social community setting. It’s

about having fun together, stretching our physical capabilities, and enjoying the music,
rhythms and patterns that are a reflection of the many lands and societies that make up
our community. Our dance parties and events also provide an opportunity for those who
love costume and a reason to ‘frock-up’ according to the era.

Tell us about folk dancing in New Zealand … Folk Dance New Zealand was set up in
1995 by folk dancers, for folk dancers, to get more folk dancing. We aim to promote and
support all types and functions of folk dancing by sharing information, resources and
expertise. We run folk dance events and teacher development. Anyone can join – as a
group or individually. Membership opens up the world of folk dance as it is experienced
in New Zealand: connection, resources and support from folk who love to dance.

The moment I fell in love with dance was … There were two moments – the first when I
was about 10 years old, I was allowed to accompany my mother to a Scottish country
dance ball in my hometown of Cambridge. I did not yet have the skills, nor the beautiful
long white dancing dress and tartan sash, or the special laced dancing slippers to
participate in a formal ball. But I was able to go up to the (then) balcony of the
Cambridge town hall and watch the patterns and movements being created by the
skilled dancers below. I could see the smiles and enjoyment on everyone’s faces and I
could hear the spirited live music that lifted the dancers off the floor and through the
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dance. It was transporting! I longed to join in. I quickly learnt the skills, acquired the
dress and accessories, and continue to attend Scottish Country Dances to this day.

The second occasion that cemented this passion was when, some 15 years later, I was
cycle-touring through eastern Europe. I’d long had an interest in world music and was
an enthusiastic world music festival-goer. Whilst in Hungary I was invited to spend a few
days at a cultural festival and join in with a local dance group – I loved it and have since
sought out traditional dance in all its shapes and forms to match the world music that
feeds my soul.

How my class came to be and how it has grown … I arrived back in NZ from several
years in Perth WA where I danced and taught with the Perth International Folk Dance
Group. My work as a physiotherapist brought me to Hamilton but there was no
international dance group, so I built Dance Folkus to satisfy my own craving and have
been enjoying the challenges ever since.

Three of my favourite dances are … A real mix and soooo hard to choose with over
1000 dances in my repertoire – in the top 10 are ‘La Bestringue’ – a French-Canadian
partner/mixer dance with great music and lots of swinging, I can’t sit down when that
music plays, a colonial quadrille, of which there are many – where 8 people dance
together in patterns from the mid-late 19th century, and anything in 3/4 time – not
necessarily a partner waltz as there are many chain and circle dances in this enjoyable
tempo from across the ages.

Tunes that will always get me onto the dancefloor are … ‘La Bestringue’ as mentioned
above, but also anything in 7/8 from Bulgaria or Macedonia.

A quality that defines a good teacher is … the ability to make a dance accessible for the
level of learning required. If necessary simplifying the dance until the dancer has the
competency to proceed to more complex steps / patterns - often simple is best and
most enjoyable.

What I tell dancers to think about is … Have fun, feel it and don’t over think it!

My top dance etiquette tip is … Know where and how to join in the dance – this varies
by dance genre and origin.

My tip for beginner dancers is … Be
prepared to learn new skills – you may
not have them all at the commencement
of your dance journey, but they will come.
Expecting to get it right first time will only
lead to frustration and quash enjoyment.

A skill every dancer must learn is … To
listen – to the music, to the beat, to the
phrasing, to the instructions, to their body

One of the health benefits of dance I
most appreciate now is … Its role in
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providing my brain with new and exciting information to keep those neurons active
through learning!

My biggest inspiration is … The collections, bodies of research and cultural traditions,
and choreographies of dance collectors/leaders through time.

I would like to thank … Too many people to mention – Folk Dance NZ, the many
different groups I‘ve danced with here and overseas, the dance tutors, experts and
choreographers who inspire ongoing interest and challenge, and of course the
musicians – but most of all the dancers who have joined me in the Dance Folkus classes
in Hamilton over the years.

My mantra is .. or a quote I’d like to use here is … Through historical dance and folk
dance you can travel through time and around the world without ever leaving home.

What I look for in a good pair of dance shoes is … Structural support where I need it,
suppleness and springiness – I’ve yet to find the perfect dance shoe, because I do so
many styles of dance I have a need for several pairs of shoes.

My hot tip for taking care of my body as a dancer is … Keep as flexible as possible.

One of the highlights of my dance career has been … Two highlights – one as a dancer
when I joined 6 New Zealand traditional Greek dancers to present Katerina Goodwin’s
‘Maenads’ neo-classical Greek dance performance on the Dora Stratou Dance Theatre
stage below a moonlit Acropolis in Athens. We received a standing ovation from the
crowd which felt great! The second was as the director of an ensemble of 45 performers
including Renaissance Dancers, classical guitarists, early music ensemble, and madrigal
singers to celebrate the opening of the new Tudor Garden and a public performance in
the Hamilton Gardens.

I’d like to see the dance industry in NZ … Acknowledge the value of community dance
and provide opportunities for everyone to give dance a go, not just focus on
professional dancers or what’s trendy.

What else are you up to?

I’m very excited to be invited to the Costumiers Fantasy Masquerade Festival in Rotorua
to provide the dance leadership and 'circle of time' programme for the inaugural Time
Travellers Ball.

Portrait of Fiona at top of article: Bruce Mercer

Angelique Meyer has written to FDNZ to let us know about a free Dance Listings
website which she has resurrected - www.wheretodance.co.nz. It's purely for social
dance and you are invited to list your dance class or group for free. There are no strings
- except to say that the free listing is basic, but it still works and she sees loads of visits
to the free listings. So make the most of this opportunity and go ahead and list and let's
show the public the folk dance options are open to them. This the direct link to list ..
www.wheretodance.co.nz/join/membership/. It's easy to navigate.
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A short history of the

Internationa� Dancin� Group,
Hawk�’� Ba�

Recreational International Dancing in Hawke’s Bay began in
1982. Initially there were informal fortnightly gatherings at the
Hastings Rudolph Steiner School, as evidenced by an
advertisement in the Te Mata Times local newspaper of 24th
September 1982. (Attached?). The tutors were Kathleen
Osborne, Antoinette Everts and Wendy Beauchamp. School
teachers Kathleen and Antoinette missed the involvement
they had had with International dancing and the Ruritanian
Club whilst based in Auckland. Local interest in their new
initiative proved sufficient and things quickly evolved into a
regular weekly evening class that ultimately became the sole
responsibility of Kathleen Osborne until her untimely death in
2004.

Workshops taught by visiting overseas dance experts
regularly increased the quantity, quality and diversity of the International Dancing
Group’s repertoire. Group members’ attendance at annual weekend dance camps did
likewise. Dance was taken out into the community with performances and
demonstrations at public and private events. Newcomers were drawn in by participation
at monthly social dances.

Opportunity was provided for formal training in recreational dance teaching subsequent
to the setting up of Folk Dance New Zealand in 1995. Kathleen Osborne, Angela
Broomhead and Lynnaire Nugent were amongst the first group of graduates from this
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course. Kathleen also travelled overseas to America, England, Israel and Europe to
attend dance camps and training courses. There she met top tutors of many different
dance styles, some of whom she later hosted on their subsequent visits to New
Zealand.

The International dancing Group celebrated 25 years in 2008. Costumes were loaned
from the Auckland performance groups and modelled by dancers from near and far in a
colourful parade representing 25 countries, as the group photograph by Hayley
Maycroft shows.

Various community classes have continued since, led by those still able and willing to
commit to them and supported by the long-time regulars (of which I am one - since
1985). Some of us are also keen supporters of the Auckland Ruritanian Club and
participate in activities such as Winter Warm-ups, Andre van de Plas repertoire
workshops and birthday celebrations. Long may dancing continue to keep me and my
dance group family of friends happy and healthy.

Christchurch Farandol Group, Auckland Ruritanian Club and Hawke’s Bay International
Dancing Group can be proud of their achievement of 40 years of foresight, fortitude and
fun with International dancing!

Elaine Prakash, Archivist

Dance Folkus FDNZ members, taken
at the 2022 AGM in 'festive gear' - left
to right: Noelene Barr-Allwood, Saskia
Schuitemaker, Fiona Murdoch (seated),
Janice Smith, Carol Thompson, Sharyn
Grant. (Supplied)

Notice�
Archiva� Article� Onlin�
The FDNZ website has a number of articles about our people and our history, provided
by Elaine. Click on the links below to take you to them, or go to
files.folkdance.nz/about/archive.html for more.

FDNZ Historical Timeline - listing of events and happenings year-by-year.

Happy 20th Birthday FDNZ! - timeline up until 2015 in an easy-to-read format.

FDNZ Roll of Honour - remembering those who’ve danced ahead.
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FDNZ Newsletter Index to Contents - updated to include 2019.

Editor’s note: these links may give an alert in some browsers. You might need to click
advanced and tell it to go to the site. We’re looking at that.

Societ� of Fol� Danc�
Historian� (SFDH)
The Society of Folk Dance
Historians (SFDH) is on the web
at sfdh.us. Sections include
About, Encyclopedia,
Periodicals, and Members. Also,
there are Can You Help?, Ron's
Section, and Videos.

If you'd like to see what
documents are held, click on
SFDH Document Holdings from
the main page. Also, from the
main page, you can get a copy of the 2020 Group Directory of Folk Dance, Song
Groups, and Ensembles.

Want to know what dances have been published in the Folk Dance Problem Solver to
date? Go to the Encyclopedia, click on Folk Dance and scroll down to Problem Solver
Alphabetical Index or Problem Solver Regional Index.

The SFDH has added many files to its Encyclopedia. They are divided into several
categories, including Camps Active, Camps Closed, Cultures, Dances, Folk Dance,
Geography, Music, Organizations, People, Publications, Recordings, Songs, and
Miscellaneous. There are over 1,400 articles on the SFDH website.

Internationa� event�
The dance tours organised by Tineke & Maurits van Geel are
recommended by members. Their 2023 tours have been cancelled due

to the earthquake in Turkey. For more information visit www.tinekevangeel.nl
Also culture tours: www.armeniaholiday.com

Mail: vangeel@xs4all.nl, tel.  +31-521-380382

For information about other international dancing events:

● For the latest Footnotes magazine, find it on
the FDA website, folkdanceaustralia.org.au

● Make sure your e-mail address is with the
FDNZ membership secretary (see page ) to

● Join the CID distribution list at
cid-unesco.org.
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receive recommendations and reviews from
other members

For event� i� Australi�: see the FDA website:
folkdanceaustralia.org.au

Librar�
The Problem Solver from SOFDH is a cumulative study of various dances in the international
folk dance repertoire, published one collection (of about 17 items) per year. It gives not only
notations but detailed history of the dances and versions of them, noting the recorded music
used. Each year's edition includes a cumulative index, and sometimes a good essay on a folk
dance topic. FDNZ has about 20 years of back issues, held by Rae Storey - available to FDNZ
members for loan or photocopies of items. The current year's edition is circulated by post to
those members who have put their names on a Round Robin list to receive it. Website:
https://sfdh.us/

Elaine Prakash receives the NFO News quarterly in electronic format – see archivist contact
details  if you’d like her to forward details.

Footnotes magazine from Folk Dance Australia is available on-line via their website, and no
longer is circulated in hard copy.
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